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Greetings to all South 
Dakota corn producers. 
My name is David Fremark 

and I have the privilege of recently 
being elected as the President of 
the South Dakota Corn Utilization 
Council. I would like to express my 
thanks to the board for bestowing 
me with this honor. The respect I 

have for the people on this board will serve to energize me 
to meet the expectations that are inherent to this position.

I’m currently beginning my fourth year on the SDCUC where 
I represent District 12 which includes Hand, Hyde and Faulk 
counties. My family and I live east of Miller 5 miles alongside 
of Highway 14; our actual address is St. Lawrence. My wife, 
Lori, and I have four children: Peter, Kelli, Maggie and Jake. 
We are the third generation of farming Fremarks to live on 
this homestead.

Our operation is one of diversity with several unique 
enterprises including a cow/calf herd, a permitted feedlot, 
a trucking division hauling cattle, grain and DDGS. We also 
farm, raising spring and winter wheat, sunflowers, soybeans, 
alfalfa and of course, corn. I am an active member of the St. 
Lawrence Community Church.

Currently I am on the Miller School District Board and am 
the board president of a new soybean crushing facility east 
of Miller. The plant is capable of processing 5 million bushels 
per year and just came on line in February of this year. 

Now that you know about me, let’s get down to business — 
let’s talk about you.

If you’ve been involved in production agriculture for the last 
couple of years, I think you know what I mean when I say, 
‘WOW’! The times, they are a’changin’ — nowhere has that 
old saying ever been more appropriate than in agriculture. 

With the explosion of commodity prices followed by land 
values and input prices, it has been a roller coaster type ride 
lately. I don’t ever remember agriculture being the topic of 
so many discussions at the national level. It seems as though 
the Wall Street Journal, Time and other publications take 
turns slamming American corn farmers for rising food costs 
as well as global warming, obesity, diabetes and the North 
Korean Missile Crisis. 

I don’t know about you but I think enough is enough. We 
need to fight back. We need to know the facts and be able 
to rattle them off to anyone who will listen, especially our 

urban friends outside of South Dakota borders. For a few fast 
facts you can share, see page 10.

American farmers are being held responsible for land use 
changes in South America, the deforestation of the Amazon 
supposedly because it is so lucrative to grow crops there. 
The truth is crop acres in Brazil have decreased in the last 
five years and most of this deforested land (by the way, the 
rate of deforestation has slowed as well) is left that way and 
goes undeveloped. Cutting down trees it seems is the easiest 
way to lay claim to untitled property in this wilderness area. 

We need to make sure our urban friends know that fully 
one third of the corn devoted to ethanol production in this 
country comes back to the feed market as a more nutrient 
dense material. The starch is gone and the protein and fat 
remain. When ethanol’s detractors throw out numbers 
like “3 billion bushels of this year’s crop will be gobbled 
up by ethanol” they need to be reminded that actually 
that number is 2 billion bushels because the other million 
bushels comes back to the feed industry as distiller’s grain 
where it is used to replace 1.1 billion bushels of corn due to 
its nutrient density being greater than that of corn. People 
need to know that when they use an ethanol blended fuel in 
their car or truck that the tailpipe emissions of that vehicle 
are 30 percent less — and that can only be good for the 
environment. 

I could go on and on but the point is American agriculture 
has a great story to tell and who better to tell it than you. The 
facts are that as an American farmer you feed on average 
144 people every year and that number keeps going up 
because whether you’re taking care of your family, your 
crops, your stock, your land, water or air, you’re good at 
what you do. The rest of the world needs to know the facts. 
Let’s be telling them.

In this issue of the SDCUC Review, you will learn about how 
your 1-penny per bushel checkoff is invested for our goal to 
increase the profitability of all South Dakota producers. We 
are proud of the accomplishments we’ve already made and 
are excited about the programs in the upcoming year. 

The South Dakota Corn Utilization Council undergoes an 
annual independent audit. On the next page is the Auditor’s 
official letter to Gov. Rounds indicating the SDCUC’s 
financial performance in 2008.

David Fremark, SDCUC President



Calendar ofCalendar of EventsEvents
July 15-16, 2009
NCGA Corn Congress
Washington, DC

July 19-22, 2009
US Grains  
Conference
San Diego, CA

Aug. 5, 2009
SDCGA Board Meeting
Sioux Falls, SD

Aug. 7, 2009
SDCUC Board Meeting
Sioux Falls, SD

Aug. 12, 2009
Farmer Appreciation Day 
Sioux Empire Fair
Sioux Falls, SD

Aug. 11-14, 2009
American Coalition for 
Ethanol Conference
Milwaukee, WI

Aug. 17-20
Turner County Fair
Parker, SD
 
Aug. 18-19
ProExporter Conference
Kansas City, MO

Aug. 18-20, 2009
Dakotafest
Mitchell, SD

Aug. 25-26
Land Use Conference
St. Louis, MO
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2009-2010 SDCUC Budget

Total: $2,873,600

Research
$650,000

Market 
Promotion
$500,000

Promotion 
& Education

$523,000

SDCGA 
Grants

$275,000

National 
Programs
$925,600

Sept. 3, 2009
Value-Added  
Agriculture Day
SD State Fair, Huron, SD

Sept. 3-7, 2009
South Dakota  
State Fair
Huron, SD

Sept. 9, 2009
SDCUC Board Meeting
Sioux Falls, SD

Sept. 16, 2009
SDCGA  Board Meeting
Sioux Falls, SD
 
Dec. 1-4
Risk Management Seminars

Dec. 7, 2009
SDCGA & SDCUC Board Meeting
Sioux Falls, SD

Jan. 9, 2010
SDCGA Annual Meeting
Sioux Falls, SD
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The South Dakota Corn Utilization Council 
(SDCUC) recently elected officers to serve 
the organization in 2009. The SDCUC 

administers the 1-penny per bushel corn checkoff 
in South Dakota. The leadership and directors 
of the SDCUC board invests those dollars into 
research, market development and promotion 
and education to increase the profitability of all 
South Dakota producers.

David Fremark of Miller, S.D. was chosen to 
lead the organization as President. Fremark 
has served on the SDCUC board since 2006 
and also is a member of the Public Policy 
Action Team for the National Corn Growers 
Association. Fremark has been active as a 
SDCUC delegate to the US Meat Export 
Federation. 

Keith Alverson of Chester, S.D., was elected 
to a second term as vice president for the 
SDCUC. Alverson is in his third year on the 
SDCUC board and is active in the research 
committee for the organization. Alverson also 
serves on the NCGA Ethanol Action Team.

David Gillen of White Lake, S.D., will serve the 
SDCUC as Chairman for 2009. Gillen joined 
the SDCUC board in 2007; he also previously 
served on the South Dakota Corn Growers 
Association (SDCGA) board of directors. 
Gillen is active on the SDCUC Research 
Committee.

Brian Smith of Montrose, S.D., joined the SDCUC 
board of directors in 2008 and was elected to 
the position of Secretary. Smith is active on 
the Research Committee for the SDCUC.

Chad Blindauer of Mitchell, S.D., was chosen 
as Treasurer for the SDCUC. Blindauer has 
served on the board since 2008. He also is a 
director for the SDCGA and currently serves 
as that organization’s Chairman. In addition 
to his leadership in the state, Blindauer is vice 
chairman of the Biotech Working Group for 
the NCGA.

The SDCUC is a board of 15 farmers from across 
the state who are elected by their fellow corn 
producers. This producer board has the mission 
of increasing the profitability of all South Dakota 
corn producers. They do this by developing and 
maintaining new and existing markets for corn and 
corn products. 
 
The SDCUC is comprised of three main categories 
and each board member is assigned to one 
committee.

2009-2010 SDCUC Committees:
Market Development

Chad Blindauer, Mitchell, SD – Chairman
Darrin Ihnen, Hurley, SD

Kirk Schaunaman, Aberdeen, SD
Mark Gross, Bridgewater, SD

Mark Garber, Pierre, SD 

Promotion & Education
Francis Hass, Raymond, SD – Chairman

Mark Lounsbery, Revillo, SD 
Andy Dupraz, Aurora, SD

Frank Kralicek, Yankton, SD

Research
Bryan Jorgensen, Ideal, SD - Chairman

Keith Alverson, Chester, SD
David Gillen, White Lake, SD
Brian Smith, Montrose, SD 
Bill Whipple, Wilmot, SD

SDCUC elects
New board LeadershipSDCUC

Board of 
Directors

President
David Fremark

St. Lawrence • District 12

Vice President
Keith  Alverson

Chester • District 4

Secretary
Brian Smith

Montrose • District 3

Treasurer
Chad Blindauer

Mitchell • District 9

Chairman
David Gillen

White Lake • District 11

Board Members
Frank Kralicek

Yankton • District 1

Darrin Ihnen
Hurley • District 2

Andy Dupraz
Aurora • District 5

Mark Lounsbery
Revillo • District 6

Bill Whipple
Wilmot • District 7

Francis Hass
Raymond • District 8

Mark Gross
Bridgewater • District 10

R Mark Garber 
Pierre • District 13

Kirk Schaunaman
Aberdeen • District 14

Bryan Jorgensen
Ideal • District 15

SDCUC  
Personnel

Lisa Richardson
Executive Director

Teddi Mueller
Legislative and Industry  

Affairs Director

Krystil Smit
Communications Director

Katrina Luke
Office Manager

Kelly Dunkelberger
Program Director
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Huron, SD

Join SD Corn for a complimentary 
Sweet Corn Feed during Value-
Added Agriculture Day at the 
South Dakota State Fair!

THURSDAy, SEPT. 3 -
Value-Added Agriculture Day 
Complimentary Sweet Corn will 
be served from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. 
at the Value-Added tent just south 
of the Freedom Stage!

“GoinG Green” Raffle
$5/one ticket, $10/3 tickets

Purchase your raffle tickets for a chance to win a John Deere 
Z225 riding mower. Winner will be announced at a special event 

in September at Pedersen Machine, Inc. in Beresford, SD. 

Watch for more info to come!

Pedersen Machine, Inc.
Family Owned-Single Store

Beresford, SD
1-800-763-7521

South Dakota Corn Growers Association &  Pedersen Machine, Inc present 

The South Dakota Corn Utilization Council (SDCUC) 
and South Dakota Corn Growers Association 
(SDCGA) will host special events each day of 
Dakotafest at our tent, #118! 

TUESDAy, AUG. 18 -  
Sweet Corn Feed
Don’t miss a complimentary Sweet 
Corn Feed from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. 
at the SD Corn tent, #118

WEDNESDAy, AUG. 19 -  
SDCGA Membership  
Appreciation Day
SDCGA members are invited to 
stop by the tent and sign up for 
a Members-only prize give-away! 
Our way of saying ‘thanks’ for your 
support!

THURSDAy, AUG. 20 -  
Ethanol Day at the SD Corn Tent

RAFFLETICKET

            at dakotafest and the sd State fair!
Join us for Summer Fun
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Crop prices are falling; input costs are rising — a 
producer’s risk management strategies have 
never been more important. With the deadline 
fast approaching for farmers to select their farm 

program of choice — the traditional DCP or the new Aver-
age Crop Revenue Election (ACRE) program — experts are 
urging producers to “do your homework!”

More than 1,000 participants logged on to a recent webi-
nar devoted to describing the ACRE program, sponsored 
in part by the National Corn Growers Association and 
DTN. And while the presenters all agreed that no one can 
predict what market prices will be through 2012, no deci-
sion is a decision to stick with the status quo, which may 
not be the best option for your farm.

The webinar featured one of the ACRE program’s key 
authors, Carl Zulauf of Ohio State University along with 
Brad Karmen and Brent Orr, both of USDA’s FSA, and 
each are involved in writing ACRE regulations and FSA 
handbook rules.

“Not doing your homework means you are making 
the choice to remain in the DCP program …and 
DCP may not be the better choice for your farm-
ing operation,” said Brad Karmen of USDA’s Farm 
Service Agency, who presented agency infor-
mation on the webinar. “It is critical to learn if 
ACRE may improve your risk protection.”

One of ACRE’s advantages is that it locks in 
a relatively high guarantee based on the 
past two years’ national-average prices 

and can only adjust down 10 percent 
per year after that. It also protects 

growers on actual planted acres, not 

historical base acres, so it more accurately reflects your risks and 
input costs.

Because ACRE’s revenue protection offers 49 percent to 113 per-
cent higher prospective payments than the target price programs 
for all commodities except cotton and peanuts, “you can’t ignore 
the ACRE decision,” Zulauf said during the webinar. Those triggers 
don’t necessarily mean ACRE will pay more, Zulauf stressed. For 
one thing, this year’s payouts are based on season average prices 
for the 2009 crop (calculated a year from now) and 2009 yields, 
which remain a moving target for all but winter wheat. 

Based on what we do know, “for most program crops, it sug-
gests that ACRE provides a higher level of risk management 
assistance from the state perspective than do traditional farm 
programs,” Zulauf said. “Producers need to ask what happens 
under stressful price situations and which farm program is likely 

Average Crop Revenue Election:
         Experts urge “do your homework!”

•   ACRE election remains with the 
FSA farm, whether or not the 
owner and/or operator of the FSA 
farm remains the same.

•   ACRE participation process is 
a 2-step process:  election and 
enrollment.

•   Farmer and farmland owner must 
agree to elect ACRE

•   ACRE is a deficiency payment 
program, just like the counter-
cyclical and marketing loan 
programs; but here’s the  
difference:FA

C
TS

WHAT yoU  NEED To KNoW ABoUT ACRE
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-  ACRE is a revenue program - 
deficiency payment made when 
state revenue is below state 
revenue risk assistance level

-  Counter-cyclical and marketing 
loan are price programs - deficiency 
payment made when price is below 
support price

-  ACRE’s revenue risk assistance level 
changes with the moving averages 
of recent state yield and U.S price; 
in contrast, counter-cyclical target 
price and marketing loan rates are 
fixed by Congress

ACRE is a multiple-year GRIP program, 
BUT ACRE is 

(a)  Set at the state, not county, level
(b)  Uses cash, not futures, prices
(c)   Covers market year, not planting-

to-harvest, period
•   ACRE state revenue, counter-cyclical, 

and marketing loan programs are 
designed to address market or 
systemic risk.

•   ACRE revenue program addresses 
the risk of a decline in state revenue 
relative to the state revenue risk 
assistance level.

Counter-cyclical and marketing loan 
programs address the risk of low prices 
relative to the effective target price or 
loan rate.
•   ASA will use a plug substitute yield for 

a year if a farmer / landlord  (a) cannot 
provide acceptable documentation,  
(b) did not plant the crop in the year, 
or  (c) accepts the plug yield. 

For a crop year, plug yield is 95% of 
county’s ACRE average yield.

Source: Carl Zulauf power point presentations

WHAT yoU  NEED To KNoW ABoUT ACRE

to make a payment and how large will 
that payment be,” he said.

Traditional farm programs will not make 
payments until prices dip below target 
prices; that’s $2.35 per bushel for corn. In 
contrast, the estimated ACRE price guar-
antees are now running at $4.20 on corn, 
$10.05 on soybeans and $6.67 on wheat. 
These prices are much closer to current 
prices than are counter-cyclical target prices.

Because ACRE’s revenue guarantee cannot decline by more than 
10 percent per year, the revenue target will be higher for ACRE 
than the counter-cyclical program through the 2012 crop no mat-

ter what happens to price and 
yield over the next few years, Zu-
lauf said.

“If $2.40 corn causes you no 
stress, the difference between risk 
management aid under ACRE and 
traditional farm programs is not an 
issue,” said Zulauf. “But if $2.40 
corn causes stress, or $4 wheat or 

$6 soybeans, that’s when you need to examine the dif-
ferences in the program.”

Under lower price scenarios, ACRE payments make up 
for lost revenue. Current projections show that with 
average yields, marketing year prices would have to 
average under $3.78 for corn and $9.05 for soybeans 
to trigger ACRE payments. Under the current CCP 
program, however, payments don’t begin until prices 
are below $2.35 for corn and $5.36 for soybeans.

According to Zulauf, ACRE is a useful risk manage-
ment tool for years with low prices or yield prob-
lems that affect most of the state. Although there 
is no guarantee that either of these will happen in 
the next four years, the potential payoff is large.

The July 1 webinar featuring Zulauf, Karmen 
and Orr is available for rebroadcast. To 
access the free webinar or for additional 
ACRE resources, simply go to www.sd-
corn.org and click on “ACRE Updates” 
on the homepage.



The Promotion and Education arm of the South 
Dakota Corn Utilization Council (SDCUC) has a 
broad reach in the state, from strengthening several 

youth enrichment and leadership programs to developing 
and promoting the ethanol industry.

As you will read in following pages, the SDCUC has 
launched and funded initiatives for this upcoming year 
focused on increasing consumer awareness, touting 
agriculture’s positive impacts environmentally and 
economically in the state, and affecting decision makers 
nationally. 

“The promotion and education committee is 
committed to the famer’s image and promotion in the 
state, which in reality is your very own PR Campaign 
funded by a simple penny per bushel,” said Francis 
Hass, chairman of the SDCUC Promotion and 
Education Committee.
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Corn Fed Saturday 
nights at the Canaries

The SDCUC partnered with the Sioux Falls 
Canaries to promote South Dakota corn producers at 
home games at the Birdcage this summer. 

Coined, “Corn Fed Saturday Nights”, baseball 
fans are given important facts about the agricultural 
industry in the state and have a chance to win prizes 
including Corn Fed t-shirts and ethanol certificates.

“This is a great way to get in front of our 
consumer audience and remind them about the 
impact agriculture has in the state plus the benefits of 
fueling with ethanol in a fun atmosphere,” said Hass.

In addition to the new campaigns, the SDCUC continues 
to invest checkoff funding to support youth programs and 
leadership opportunities in the state.

youth Development Programs
A cornerstone of the SDCUC has always been youth enrichment 
and leadership programs including FFA, 4-H, Little International, 
High School Rodeo, Cereal Bowl and college scholarships. 
This year alone, the SDCUC funded 15 Jackrabbit Guarantee 
scholarships for SDSU students who pursue an agriculturally-
related degree.

The SDCUC is proud to sponsor a 4-H Character Counts pillar.

The SDCUC has supported the South Dakota Summer Spotlight 
since its inception. The Summer Spotlight was developed to give 
youth from across the state a chance to participate in livestock 
related activities. It has grown to accommodate over 1,000 head 
of cattle, hogs, and sheep from 600 youth participants. 

“Youth programs are a priority to the SDCUC as we recognize 
the importance of empowering our future generation of 
agriculturalists and leaders,” said Volkers.

In addition to grooming leadership qualities in South Dakota’s 
youth, the SDCUC is also a dedicated partner to the South Dakota 
Ag and Rural Leadership (SDARL) program. Since its inception, 
SDARL has been strengthened by the SDCUC’s support and in 
turn South Dakota Corn has benefited as two SDARL graduates 
have become directors on the South Dakota Corn boards.

Ethanol Promotion and Education
The SDCUC has always lead the promotion of the ethanol 
industry in South Dakota, whether it be funding feasibility 
studies, publicizing equity drives, participating in ground 
breaking ceremonies or promoting the product at the pump. 
The SDCUC continues to focus on high blends of ethanol and 
future educational opportunities are planned to drive awareness 
by consumers about their fueling options at the pump.

ongoing Efforts
Promotional and educational efforts are conducted weekly 
by the SDCUC through multi-media channels including radio, 
television and print. Newsletters, brochures, booth displays and 
advertising are all avenues the SDCUC uses to promote and 
advance corn growers in the state. The radio program, Corn 
Comments featuring Jim Woster, is delivered weekly on radio 
stations throughout the state.

“No other commodity organization in South Dakota works 
harder to promote our industry and our growers than the 
SDCUC while also working to make those who contribute to the 
corn checkoff, more profitable,” said Hass. 
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SDCUC Promotion & Education:
         empowering south dakota
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It’s official. Consumers in South Dakota count on 
agriculture and producers to support the economy, keep 
pumping out ethanol and protect the environment. This 
confirmation is thanks to a recent survey of consumer 

views on South Dakota agriculture conducted with funding 
from the South Dakota Corn Utilization Council (SDCUC). 

“As South Dakota producers, we’ve always known we have 
the support of our urban peers, but what this survey did 
was prove just how strong South Dakota consumers stand 
behind agriculture, farmers and ethanol in this state,” said 
Keith Alverson, vice president of the SDCUC and a corn 
producer from Chester, S.D. “We wanted to know what 
consumers want to know about us and our business and 
this survey is an important tool that helps the checkoff 
develop effective messaging to promote corn, ethanol and 
our producers statewide.” 

The study, which was completed in June, surveyed 405 
registered voters with characteristics representative of the 
South Dakota population, but not including those engaged 
in the agriculture industry. 

The results provide insights into several main issues, 
including consumer attitudes on food prices, the 
environment, ethanol usage and higher blends, and the 
impact of agriculture on the economy.

Some of the key findings from the study include:
64 percent of respondents believe agriculture • 
drives the economy, because South Dakota is an 
agriculture state

42 percent of respondents feel oil costs are • 
driving up food prices
45 percent of respondents felt the farmer has a • 
positive impact on the environment
89 percent of respondents feel ethanol is • 
important to South Dakota’s economy
76 percent of respondents currently use ethanol• 
 57 percent of respondents would use higher • 
blends (such as E-15 or E-30)
Over 50 percent of respondents would favor a • 
proposal requiring that regular gasoline contain 
at least 10 percent ethanol

Clearly, South Dakota consumers:
Know that agriculture is a main driver of our •	
state’s economy.
Use ethanol blended fuels in their vehicles.•	
Believe higher grades of ethanol should be •	
available.
Support a mandatory 10 percent ethanol •	
blend requirement.
Believe farmers care about the •	
environment.

“South Dakota consumers get it. In this state, the 
knowledge of our consumers far surpasses the 
understanding of those in metropolitan areas 
because not one participant of the survey 
believed rising food prices had anything to 
do with agriculture production and South 
Dakota citizens overwhelmingly believe that 
the state depends highly on the success of 
agriculture,” said Alverson.

South Dakota’s Perception 
on Agriculture

Q: What do you feel drives 
the economy of SD?

South Dakota’s 
Perception on Ethanol

Q: How important do you feel 
ethanol is to SD’s economy?

CONSUMERS OVERWHELMINGLY STAND BEHIND 
SOUTH DAKOTA AGRICULTURE & PRODUCERS



South dakota corn partners in wind Energy association to pr

South Dakota corn farmers are using less 
fertilizer, fewer chemicals and less land to 
grow more on each acre through advanced 
technology and sustainable management 

practices. 
To bring attention to the incredible advances in 

genetics, responsible stewardship and unwavering 
commitment of South Dakota farmers, the South 
Dakota Corn Utilization Council is launching “This 
is Your Land” — a way to recognize producers for 
protecting our valuable resources while meeting the 
needs of today and tomorrow with enough corn for 
feed, food, fiber and fuel.   

 “It’s important to understand that progress 
has already been made and more advances are 
on the horizon,” said David Fremark, president of 
the SDCUC. “Production agriculture has become 
increasingly efficient, relying on fewer inputs to 
produce more.”

Proof of these advances were found by Field 
to Market, a broad based alliance representing the 
many links in the food chain, including grower 
organizations, agribusinesses, food companies 
and conservation organizations. The group 
recently released the Environmental Resource 
Indicators Report, which evaluated national-
scale metrics over a 20 year period from 
1987 to 2007.  The report cites growth in 
sustainability by corn farmers across five 
areas including water use and quality, land 
use and biodiversity, soil loss, energy use 
and climate impact.

Key findings for  
corn include:
•   Land use per bushel of 

corn decreased 37 percent.
•   Soil loss above a tolerable 

level has decreased 69 
percent per bushel. 

•   Irrigation water use per 
bushel has decreased 27 
percent. 

•   Energy use per bushel 
decreased 37 percent. 

•   Greenhouse gas emissions 
per bushel decreased 30 
percent. 

But that’s not all:

•   Agriculture in South 
Dakota has a $21.3 
billion impact on the 
state’s economy (SDSU 
Economics Department)

•   In 2008, South Dakota corn farmers produced a record 585 
million bushels of corn and harvested an average yield of 133 
bushels of corn per acre, up 12 bpa from the previous year. 
(ProExporter Network)

•   South Dakota corn producers planted 200 thousand 
fewer corn acres, yet produced 43 million more bushels 
(ProExporter Network)

•   American farmers grow five times more corn than they 
did in the 1930s—on 20% less land. (U.S. Department of 
Agriculture) 

•   Corn farmers cut erosion 44% in two decades 
thanks to new tillage methods. (U.S. Department 
of Agriculture) 

•   American farmers slashed the fertilizer needed 
to grow a bushel of corn by 36% in just three 
decades. (Blue, Johnson & Associates, Inc.) 

•   Farmers are using GPS-based precision 
technology to reduce overlaps in the field and to 
precisely place fertilizer and pesticides exactly 
where they need to be—and in exactly the right 
amounts. 

•   America produces enough corn that we export 
one in every five rows of corn each year. (U.S. 
Department of Agriculture) 

South Dakota’s corn farmers—and their fellow 
corn farmers across the U.S.—continue to make 
significant advancements that have a direct impact 
on the sustainability of corn production and the 
natural, environmental and social systems that are 
connected to it.

This is Your Land
Using less, growing more
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South dakota corn partners in wind Energy association to pr
This is Your Land

The South Dakota Corn Utilization 
Council has linked arms with industry 
to catapult corn’s image in the minds 
of our nation’s top thought leaders.

By granting $50,000 to the Corn Farmers 
Coalition, an alliance of the National Corn 
Growers Association and 10 state corn 
associations, the SDCUC is helping to elevate 
issues important to corn growers on the 
national science.

The Corn Farmers Coalition launched a 
campaign in March 2009 to educate decision-
makers in Washington about how farmers are 
using advanced technologies and new farming 
practices to grow more corn every year while 

using fewer resources and protecting the 
environment.

The corn image campaign targeted 
Congressmen, Senators, staffers, think tank 
operatives, environmental representatives, 
agency folks and key administration personnel.

CFC leaders hand delivered a Corn Fact 
Book to the elite leadership in DC and with 
that document sent a clear message that 
growers will not sit idly by while shoddy 
science and convenient half-truths guide 
policy.

For more information about the 
Corn Farmers Coalition, visit www.
cornfarmercoalition.org

SDCUC joins Corn Farmers Coalition in 
corn image campaign on Capitol Hill
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Agriculture is changing 
fast — and with all of 
the change taking place 
new ideas and projects 

present everyday. The South 
Dakota Corn Utilization Council’s 
Market Development Committee 
has started some new and exciting 
projects which include everything 
from cellulosic ethanol to wind 
energy. Livestock development 
continues to be important to 
South Dakota and the SDCUC 
has invested checkoff dollars to 
investigate closed loop systems 
and opportunities for growers 
access value-added enterprises.

The SDCUC Market Development 
Committee has taken bold steps over the 
past year to bust open new markets and 
opportunities benefitting the corn industry 
and one of the most successful initiatives is 
the Blender Pump Incentive which led to the 
development of 45 new blender pumps across 
the state of South Dakota.

South Dakota was the leader in creating 
a program to help fueling stations offer higher 
blends of ethanol to consumers. The Blender 
Pump program was soon duplicated by other 
states following South Dakota’s success.

Now South Dakota Corn is leading the 
charge to take the Blender Pump program 
NATIONWIDE by targeting major markets and 

companies to develop infrastructure for higher blends of 
ethanol.

Currently there are approximately 110 mid-range 
blend fueling facilities in 9 states in the United States. 
This national effort has an aggressive goal of establishing 
5000 blender pumps offering E85 and mid-range blends 
over the next three years. That would provide a number 
of fueling stations that is commensurate with the 
percentage of flexible fuel vehicles that are on the road.

“This South Dakota Corn-spun program is the natural 
next step to assist the ethanol industry in developing 
more markets for its fuel,” said Chad Blindauer, chairman 
of the SDCUC Market Development Committee. “South 
Dakota consumers have embraced ethanol and have 
a high usage rate. After our successful blender pump 
program effort, we realized it was time to think bigger 
and work to combine resources with other state corn 
organizations to allow consumers nationwide access to 
mid-level blends. 

The proposed program would provide marketer 
assistance programs providing possible incentive funds 
and educational, marketing and advertising resources.

“We couldn’t be more excited about this program 
and optimistic for how this program will revolutionize 
the nation’s access to premium fueling products in mid-
level blends of ethanol,” said Blindauer. “Corn is the 
backbone of the ethanol industry and establishing more 
markets directly benefits both industries.”

SD Corn initiates
         national blender pump program

 “South Dakota 
Corn is leading 

the charge to take 
the Blender Pump 

program nationwide 
by targeting major 

markets and 
companies.”
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SD Corn and US Meat Export federation
partner to support red meat exports

South Dakota is a big player in the national livestock 
arena, with an estimated 230,000 cattle on feed and 
nearly 1.4 million hogs and pigs throughout a state 
with human population of just over 800,000.

With relatively static beef and pork consumption in the U.S., 
South Dakota corn industry leaders realize that their greatest 
opportunity for increased sales and growth is through the 
export market. That realization has developed into an active 
partnership with the U.S. Meat Export Federation (USMEF).

“The corn industry knows that its No. 1 customer in the 
United States is the livestock feeding industry,” said David 
Fremark, president of the South Dakota Corn Utilization 
Council (SDCUC). “Ultimately, meat is the value-added 
product that we create. When we export U.S. beef and pork, 
the product goes overseas and the value stays here.”

South Dakota’s corn industry has backed that statement with 
corn checkoff dollars, which USMEF has matched with funds 
from the Market Access Program (MAP) and Foreign Market 
Development (FMD) program to implement market access 
and marketing programs in key overseas markets.  

Lisa Richardson, executive director of the South Dakota 
Corn Utilization Council, estimates that over the past nine 
years, South Dakota Corn has contributed in excess of $1 
million to USMEF to support export-oriented programs.

According to the Coalition to Promote U.S. Agricultural 
Exports, since the creation of the MAP program in 1985, 
U.S. agricultural exports have increased by nearly 300 
percent and today more than 1.2 million Americans have 
jobs that depend on these exports.

“If we’re going to increase profitability through 
increased sales, we’re going to do it by selling (meat) to 
foreign countries,” said Fremark. “That’s our only hope 
to improve profits in the current climate.”

“We value the partnership we have developed with 
South Dakota corn,” said Philip Seng, president and 
CEO of USMEF. “Utilizing matching funds, we are 
able to multiply the value of their checkoff dollars to 
have a meaningful impact in the marketplace. That 
was the intent behind the original Market Access 
Program, and we’re seeing it work well here.”



SDSU Seed Technology Lab
          Groundbreaking Ceremony

Save the Dates!
Risk Management Seminars  
with Steven Johnson
December 1 - 4, 2009

Featuring Steven D. Johnson, Ph.D., Farm & Ag
Business Management Field Specialist, Iowa State University

South Dakota Corn and Farm Credit Services of America will again team up 
to deliver risk management strategies by sponsoring Steven D. Johnson on 
a tour throughout South Dakota over a four day period, Dec. 1-4, 2009. Dr. 
Steven Johnson is known as a highly-valued speaker for his insight related to 
grain marketing, government farm programs, crop insurance and other risk 
management strategies.

Watch for more information about details and locations for this 
upcoming Risk Management Series!

The Seed Technology Lab groundbreaking 
ceremony was held Friday, April 24, 
marking the official beginning of a building 
which has been in the planning stages 

for the past 10 years. The facility is projected for 
completion by July 2010.

The South Dakota Corn Utilization Council is a 
major funder of the state-of-the-art laboratory, 
donating $1 million towards the project that will 
ultimately cost $6.5 million. The Seed Tech Lab will 
house the South Dakota Improvement Association, 
the SDSU Seed Testing Laboratory, the SDSU 
Crop Quality Laboratory, a bio-containment 
facility and several molecular biology laboratories, 
as well as a greenhouse complex. The center will 
be part of the Innovation Campus at SDSU.

David Fremark, president of the South Dakota Corn 
Utilization Council participated in the groundbreaking 
ceremony along with representatives from other 
state agricultural commodity groups which have 
donated funds for the Seed Tech Lab project.

“This momentous occasion stakes out an important future for 
South Dakota producers,” said Fremark. “The Seed Tech Lab will 
serve as an epicenter for technology development which will 
not only increase the profitability of South Dakota producers 
but will set our land grant university apart as a destination for 
top scientists to work and as leaders in innovation.”M
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T he South 
Dakota Corn 
Utilization 
Council 

partners with several 
national organizations 
to extend our corn 
producers’ reach beyond 
South Dakota’s borders 
and create market share 
and leverage nation and 
worldwide.

Industry Partners
supported by SDCUC

U.S. Meat Export Federation - 
USMEF 
The U.S. Meat Export Federation 
(USMEF) is a nonprofit trade 
association working to create 
new opportunities and develop 
existing international markets 
for U.S. beef, pork, lamb and 
veal. Headquartered in Denver, 
USMEF has offices in Seoul, Tokyo, 
Osaka, Hong Kong, Shanghai, 
Singapore, Taipei, Moscow, St. 
Petersburg, Mexico City and 
London. USMEF also has special 
market representatives covering 
China, Europe, the Middle East, 
Central and South America and 
the Caribbean.  
Website: www.usmef.org 

U.S. Grains Council - USGC 
The U.S. Grains Council develops 
export markets for U.S. barley, 
corn, grain sorghum and related 
products such as distiller’s dried 
grains with solubles. The Council 
believes exports are vital to global 
economic development and to 
U.S. agriculture’s profitability, 
as illustrated by our mission 
statement: developing markets, 
enabling trade, improving lives. 
Website: www.grains.org

National Corn Growers 
Association - NCGA 
The National Corn Growers 
Association (NCGA) is a 
national organization founded 
in 1957 and represents more 
than 32,300 dues-paying corn 
growers from 48 states and the 
interests of more than 300,000 
farmers who contribute to corn 
checkoff programs in 20 states. 
NCGA is a federation of state 
organizations, corn boards, 
councils and commissions 
developing and implementing 
programs and policies on a state 
and national level to help protect 
and advance the corn producer’s 
interests.  
Website: www.ncga.com

American Corn Growers 
Association - ACGA  
The American Corn Growers 
Association is a progressive 
commodity association, 
representing the interests of 
corn producers in 35 states. 
Since its inception in 1987, the 
ACGA has worked tirelessly 
to enhance farm income and 
protect rural communities. The 
ACGA recognizes that farmers 
here and abroad need to have 
the opportunity to be rewarded 
for their time, investment, and 
commitment to feeding the world. 
Website: www.acga.org

American Coalition for Ethanol - 
ACE  
The American Coalition for Ethanol 
(ACE) is the grassroots voice of the 
U.S. ethanol industry, the nation’s 
largest association dedicated to 
the production and use of ethanol. 
ACE is a non-profit, membership-
based organization of more than 
1,500 members nationwide, 
including: ethanol producers, 
farmers, investors, the agriculture 
community, industry suppliers, 
rural electric cooperatives, and 
others supportive of the increased 
production and use of ethanol 
across America.
Website: www.ethanol.org



Hot off the Press – SDCUC funds new Corn Guide
130 pages contain lots of information to help you make more money! 

The South Dakota Corn Utilization Council (SDCUC) and South Dakota State University (SDSU) 
teamed up to target Best Management Practice (BMP) recommendations for corn, and the 
manual is hot off the press and available to South Dakota producers. 

As part of the SDCUC’s research funding at SDSU, the process of updating BMPs for South 
Dakota was deemed a priority. A working group was established to evaluate the current 
BMPs and update recommendations in an agronomical, economical and environmentally 
sensible fashion. 

South Dakota ranks sixth in the nation in production of corn for grain and leads the 
nation in planted acres of genetically engineered corn hybrids. Each year producers have 
numerous decisions to make about what to plant, how to handle in-season weather, weed 
and insect pressures, chemical application timing and more. Having a comprehensive 
manual addressing these issues and more is a valuable tool to producers.

“The need for BMPs which reflect the actual practices being utilized by producers, crop 
consultants and ag retailers has been provided through this new extensive guide,” said Bryan 

Jorgensen, chairman of the SDCUC research committee, which initiated the Corn BMP guide. 

Nearly 30 collaborating corn producers, agronomists, and other agricultural professionals wrote and reviewed the manual. 
It includes information about corn growth and development, hybrid selection, corn planting, seasonal hazards, tillage, crop 
rotations, and cover crops. Other topics are irrigation, soil fertility, corn insect pests, corn diseases, weeds and herbicide injury, 
corn harvest, and corn drying and storage. Information on recordkeeping, useful calculations of yields and storage requirements, 
the corn calendar, troubleshooting, and helpful Web sites rounds out the publication.

A limited number of printed copies are available at no cost from county Extension offices. Or download the entire document or 
the 16 chapters as individual files from an SDSU Web site, plantsci.sdstate.edu/index_files/agbiopubs.htm.

The South Dakota Corn Utilization Council will fund 
$325,000 in research projects for the 2009-10 fiscal 
year which starts July 1, 2009.

The SDCUC funding for those projects comes entirely from 
the 1-cent per bushel checkoff that farmers pay on corn sold 
through local elevators in South Dakota. Here’s a look at the 
projects which are in progress for the 2009-10 fiscal year:

At South Dakota State University:
$250,000 for a project defining sustainable site-specific 
production guidelines for corn stover harvesting in South 
Dakota. This multi-discipline project funding is the third 
year of a 5-year study which incorporates plant science, 
economics, engineering and animal sciences to discover the 
impacts of corn stover harvesting and corn-on-corn farming. 
Components of this project include conducing whole 
field strip trials that are assessing carbon turnover, energy 

efficiency and carbon footprints in various agriculture 
systems.

Economics of Biotechnology in South 
Dakota agriculture. 
This ongoing project funded by SDCUC is for biotechnology 
economics research, aimed at detailing the advances, 
economic and environmental improvements South Dakota 
producers have made through biotechnology usage.

North Central Agricultural Research 
Service, Brookings, SD:
$75,000 for Defining the Benefits of Biologically-Healthy 
Soil. The study is designed to provide quantitative measures 
for soil biological benefits within sustainable cropping 
practices such as diversified crop rotation and incorporation 
of cover crops. 
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SDCUC Invests $325,000
in research projects for 2009-2010
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Prepared by D.E. Clay, C.G. Carlson, and S.A. Clay

The burning of fossil fuels results in the production of 
energy needed to produce many agricultural inputs 
including herbicides and N fertilizer. Farmers use these 
inputs to convert CO

2
 into organic C. The organic C 

can be stored or sequestered in soil as organic matter. Due to 
linkages among inputs, fossil fuels, carbon sequestration, and 
productivity techniques that improve agricultural efficiency 
(i.e. increased yield with lower inputs) can reduce the impact 
of agriculture on greenhouse gas emissions, as well as increase 
carbon sequestration and profitability. The energy efficiency 
and carbon footprints of South Dakota corn production is 
being evaluated through collaborations among SD Corn 
Utilization Council, SDSU, and SD SM&T.  

In many regions of the country, the energy efficiency of 
corn production has been improving. Based on U.S. Dept. 
of Energy data, Shapouri et al. reported that from 1996 to 
2001 the energy output to input ratio for corn used in ethanol 
production in the north central region of the United Stated, 
increased from 1.34 to 1.67. This data also showed that corn 
produced in South Dakota required less energy than many of 
our surrounding states. For example, in 2001, 68,723 BTU of 
energy was required per bushel of corn in Nebraska whereas 
in South Dakota only 44,486 BTU was needed. Improvements 
in energy efficiency have been attributed to improved corn 
genetics and the adoption of best management practices 
(http://plantsci.sdstate.edu/index_files/agbiopubs.htm).  

In greenhouse gas legislation being considered by the federal 
government, no-till is being proposed as a technique to 
promote carbon sequestration.  Dr. Clay, professor 
of Soil Science and Director of the South Dakota 
Drought Tolerance Center, reported that, “Based 
on an analysis of experiments conducted in the 
Midwest over the past 50 years, the adoption of 
no-tillage may increase the surface soil carbon 
sequestration potential by 50 percent.”  

To document and quantify South Dakota soils and 
agricultural systems ability to sequester carbon, 
research funded by the SD Corn Utilization 
Council was initiated in 2007. This research is 
being conducted at the whole field, strip trial, small 
plot, and molecular scales.  These experiments will 
also lead to improvements in corn management 
production practices and knowledge on how 
agricultural management systems impact interactions 
between crops and  soil microorganisms.

Previous SDSU research projects have resulted in 
findings that could be used to increase production 
efficiency and reduce carbon footprints.  For 

example, in one project funded by US-EPA 319 program 
through the SD DENR and SD Corn Utilization Council, 
the impact of manure management practices on the 
efficient use of N contained within the manure was 
investigated in on-farm demonstration trials.  

Dr. Gregg Carlson, professor of Agronomy, reported that, 
“Injecting manure 18 inches into the soil, when compared 
to a 6 inch injection depth, increased manure-N that was 
available to corn by 120 lbs/acre over a 3 year period.” 
This finding was unexpected because intuition would 
suggest that deep injection should increase rather than 
decrease N losses. The results were attributed to the 
placement of the manure in a soil zone that has relatively 
low oxygen concentration which, in turn, reduced 
the transformation of organic and ammonium-N to 
nitrate.  By slowing nitrification, the transport of nitrate 
to groundwater and production nitrous oxide, a 
greenhouse gas, can be reduced.    

Sources: 
Shapouri, H., J.A. Duffield, and M. Wang.  2002. The energy 
balance of corn ethanol: An update. Agricultural Economic 
Report 813, US Department of agriculture, Washington, DC, 
USA. 14pp., 2002. Available at http://www.transportation.anl.
gov/pdfs/AF/265.pdf

Shapouri, H., J. Duffield, A. McAloon, and M. Wang.  The 
2001 net energy balance of corn ethanol.  Available http://
www.ethanol.org/pdf/contentmgmt/USDA_energy_
balance_04.pdf.
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Reducing Agricultural Carbon Footprint
fossil fuels, carbon storage and productivity in research projects for 2009-2010



Mark your calendar for Monday, January 9, 2010!

2010 Annual Meeting Overview
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David Kohl
Whether you’re a producer or agribusiness 
professional, understanding what makes 
a good business great is critical. Join DR. 
DAvID KoHL at the SDCGA Annual Meeting 
as he provides a big picture overview of 
the economic and business management 
techniques that can be used in business, family 
or personal lives. 

Kohl is Professor Emeritus in the Department of Agricultural and Applied 
Economics at Virginia Tech. He has traveled over 5.7 million miles throughout 
his professional career conducting more than 3,500 workshops and seminars 
for agricultural groups worldwide. He regularly writes for Farm Journal, Top 
Producer, Ag Lender, Journal of Agricultural Lending, and Soybean Digest.

His energizing and entertaining presentation is based upon extensive 
research of 400 commercial farms and agribusinesses. His presentation will 
examine the management proficiencies that elevate performance in farmers, 
ranchers, and agribusinesses. Kohl demonstrates how adopting technology, 
having a transition plan, knowing and understanding cost and the bottom line 
all have been found to provide a financial edge.  

The South Dakota 
Corn Growers 

Association invites 
you to an evening 
of entertainment 

featuring the 
 “Fab Four” band,  
American English 

at the SDCGA 
24th Annual 

Meeting

Richard Brock
Understanding how forces around the 
world impact individual farming operations 
is becoming more and more important for 
producers to make planting and marketing 
decisions. 

Richard Brock, owner and president of Brock 
Associates, an agricultural marketing advisory 
service, will walk producers through the global 

marketplace at the South Dakota Corn Growers Association Annual Meeting 
on Jan. 9, 2010.

In his presentation “The Changing World Economic Environment....Impact 
on Commodity Prices and Farmers,” Brock will bring into perspective the 
global economic collapse, the impact of Index Funds, ethanol and other 
fundamentals impacting commodity prices. More importantly he will discuss 
decision making and marketing plans in this ever changing environment.

Brock Associates primary business is managing grain sales on over 400,000 
for individual farmers. In addition, Brock is publisher of The Brock Report, a 24 

page weekly fundamental and technical newsletter and he writes a monthly 
column for two agriculture magazines and appears regularly on both Ag 

Day television show and US Farm Report.

CORN MANIA!
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American English
AMERICAN ENGLISH is simply the best 

Beatle tribute story of our time. At the inception 
of the band, they were voted “number one” by 
thousands of Beatle fans as winners of sound a 
like contests at Beatlefest® for three consecutive 
years.  

The show begins with the early years of Ed 
Sullivan and includes classic Beatle favorites 
such as She Loves You, Twist and Shout, I Want 
To Hold Your Hand, and many others. American 
English captures the very essence of John, Paul, 
George and Ringo!

And in the end, you’ll be transformed to a 
spectacular musical excursion of the final years 
of The Beatles partnership. Relive the years of 
The White Album, Let It Be, and Abbey Road. 
Moving renditions of songs such as Hey Jude, 
Something, and Let It Be, are sure to complete 
the tribute to The Beatles!

CORN MANIA!
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Reserve your spot today
on the SDCGA Bus trip!

SDSU Jackrabbits VS. 

U of M Gophers
Football Game

Minneapolis, MN • Nov. 14
Plans are to leave in the early AM and return 
in the late PM on Saturday, November 14. 
Cost: $175 per person. Package includes: Bus 
travel, meals, and game ticket.

 Limited space 
available! 

RSVP today at 
605-334-0100! 

Proceeds go to 
the SD CornPAC.


